The collaborative communication model for patient handover at the interface between high-acuity and low-acuity care
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ABSTRACT

Background: Cross-unit handovers transfer responsibility for the patient among healthcare teams in different clinical units, with missed information, potentially placing patients at risk for adverse events.

Objectives: We analysed the communications between high-acuity and low-acuity units, their content and social context, and we explored whether common conceptual ground reduced potential threats to patient safety posed by current handover practices.

Methods: We monitored the communication of five content items using handover probes for 22 patient transitions of care between high-acuity ‘sender units’ and low-acuity ‘recipient units’. Data were analysed and discussed in focus groups with healthcare professionals to acquire insights into the characteristics of the common conceptual ground.

Results: High-acuity and low-acuity units agreed about the presence of alert signs in the discharge form in 40% of the cases. The focus groups identified prehandover practices, particularly for anticipatory guidance that relied extensively on verbal phone interactions that commonly did not involve all members of the healthcare team, particularly nursing. Accessibility of information in the medical records reported by the recipient units was significantly lower than reported by sender units. Common ground to enable interpretation of the complete handover content items existed only among selected members of the healthcare team.

Conclusions: The limited common ground reduced the likelihood of correct interpretation of important handover information, which may contribute to adverse events. Collaborative design and use of a shared set of handover content items may assist in creating common ground to enable clinical teams to communicate effectively to help increase the reliability and safety of cross-unit handovers.

INTRODUCTION

The lack of effective communication is a contributing cause for several sentinel events that occurred from 2009 to 2011 in the USA1 and for adverse events in the UK.2 Many studies demonstrate how poor communication during the exchange of medical information contributes to handover incidents and inefficacy of care processes.3 4 The modalities used to deliver medical information are important for patient safety in healthcare systems.5–8 The design and management of the Health Information Technologies (HIT) for patient handover,9 the organisational procedures10 and the patterns of interactions of healthcare practitioners (eg, face-to-face and textual),11 may hamper the coordination of care process and the efficacy of patient handovers. One of the problems with systems that rely solely on verbal transmission of information is that only a small part of the original information is retained after a few handover cycles.11

Continuity of care12 requires tailored design interventions underpinned by human factor principles applied to the interfaces between healthcare professionals and teams. The coordination of care requires seamless interactions at the care interfaces across the system. We defined patient handover as ‘the transfer of professional responsibility and accountability for some or all aspects of care for a patient, or group of patients, to another person or professional group, on a temporary or permanent basis’.13

Cross-unit handovers occur between different care units within a healthcare system, or among different settings within the larger system. They have been identified as a vulnerable aspect of the care process,14 they constitute a human factors design challenge,15 and they require a shared mental model and a standardised framework to be effective.16 Shared goals and flexible standardisation14 17–19 are achievable.
through the continuous joint collaboration of healthcare professionals. Tools to facilitate information sharing have been shown to require adaptation to improve practitioner acceptance and use and effectiveness.\textsuperscript{20, 21}

In cross-unit handovers, the receiving unit accepts responsibility for the patient from the sending unit, and receives information including the patient’s history, current status and potential warning signs from the sending unit. While the sending unit has responsibility for shaping the handover to ensure the receiving unit is aware of the needs of the patient and likely contingencies, safe and effective and reliable interunit handovers depend on the actions of both the sender and the receiving unit.

The activity patterns of the sender unit may influence the time available for the handover, and how it is performed. For instance, medical documentation in high-acuity units embeds the point of view of the sender unit, which may or may not be relevant to the low-acuity recipient unit. This may create bias and misunderstanding that may reduce patient handover efficacy and safety. Much of the research on transitions of care has focused on handovers within the same care unit,\textsuperscript{22–26} although there is a small but growing body of work on systems to support cross-unit handovers.\textsuperscript{24–26} The conceptual framework, known as the cooperative communication model, suggests that human communication is underpinned by the ability to create a common conceptual ground.\textsuperscript{27} Common ground refers to the pertinent mutual knowledge, beliefs and assumptions that support interdependent action, and an ongoing process of tailoring, updating and repairing mutual understanding.\textsuperscript{28} It is constructed by three skills: the ability to share, inform and request; the ability to jointly share attention and intentions with others\textsuperscript{29}; and the ability to construct common cultural knowledge. While the motivation to share and the ability to intentionally join with the action plans of others are biologically coded in the behaviour of human beings, the ability to construct common ground is culturally determined and, therefore, is modifiable.\textsuperscript{30} Abbreviated forms of communications are used to convey articulated messages if a common ground is well developed among participants. Equally tantalising is that there seems to be an inverse relationship between common ground and the need for explicit communication, with more common ground requiring less explicit communication. At the same time, this highly effective ‘implicit coordination’ may create potential threats to patient safety.\textsuperscript{31}

Verbal hints and abbreviations may not be transparent to members of different teams or members of the same team who do not share the common ground. Finally, handover practices used in internal end-of-shift changes may not be appropriate for wholesale adoption in transitions of care among settings, and may require adaptation.

In our study, we considered the communication modalities in patient handovers from high-acuity to low-acuity patient care units. We considered the common conceptual ground underpinning communication of medical information at the transition of care, with the aim of identifying the contributing factors to adverse events that may result from poorly designed handover practices.

\section*{METHODS}

The role of context in the implementation of patient safety practice has been widely acknowledged,\textsuperscript{32} and may ‘trump’ official organisational procedures and coded practices, which constitute a limited part of patient handovers.\textsuperscript{33} To understand how handovers are organised, we included both the high-acuity sender units and the low-acuity recipient units in our analysis.

\subsection*{Study design}

The objective of the study was to assess the continuity of information transfer and the presence of a common ground supporting the communication during cross-unit patient handover. The data acquired were analysed and discussed statistically, with the practitioners taking part in the study in focus-group interviews.

\subsection*{Setting}

The study was coordinated by the Tuscany Region Patient Safety and Clinical Risk Management Center (GRC) as an initial study to lay the groundwork for further interventions. The study was conducted between August 2011 and October 2011 in a teaching hospital (Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Careggi) and a territorial hospital (Nuovo San Giovanni di Dio) in the Florence urban area. The ethics committee of the two healthcare units involved endorsed the study.

\subsection*{Phase 1: team building and definition of the group objectives}

Members of the risk management centre invited several practitioners in the handover workgroup. The group developed a study to focus on patient handovers during transitions of care from the intensive care units (ICUs) to low-acuity care units. The study traced the cross-unit handovers of 15 patients in two local healthcare setting with the objective of evaluating the level of agreement between the two units on handover processes, as well as the communication modalities used.
Phase 2: design and evaluation of the handover probe
To meet the study objectives, the healthcare professionals were asked to collect data on the cross-unit handovers through filling in handover probes34 and focus-group interviews (figure 1). We adapted the cultural probes35 to the healthcare context in order to elicit the perception of healthcare practitioners regarding handover practices. The first step in designing the handover probe and identifying the handover content items to be evaluated involved semi-structured interviews and observations of handovers. These were complemented, when possible, with the collection of formal and informal artefacts (eg, personal notes, informal checklist) that supported the handover processes.36 The clinical risk management network collaboratively designed the handover probe using a user-centred approach engaging clinicians throughout the process.37 38

The probe was internally evaluated and delivered to healthcare professionals for in-situ observation. The objective of the handover probe was twofold: to monitor the communication transfer among units for an agreed set of five handover content items,39 and to compare participants’ perceptions on the presence and use of this content. The content related to the present condition as well as to the anticipatory guidance, that is, the explicit concerns of the discharging practitioners about the patient’s possible clinical course based on their recent experience with the patient and their responses to previous interventions26 (box 1).

The content items were included in the handover probe, and each of the items was verified for their clinical relevance by the practitioners. The probes were structured in two identical parts; one to be completed by the sender, and the other by the receiver, with both completing them independently. The probes were transmitted by means of the discharge form (DF). Observers in each unit filled in the handover probes collecting the perceptions of the practitioner while performing the

---

*Figure 1* Flowchart showing the modalities of data collection, the phases of the study and the output.
Box 1 Content of handover probes

1. Diagnosis and present state of the patient
2. Recent changes in the conditions or treatment
3. Anticipation in changes of conditions or treatment
4. What to monitor along shifts (physicians and nurses)
5. Warning signs

handover. The communication modalities considered were: face-to-face, paper, software/intranet or telephone. The aim was to analyse the handover process in order to understand if the additional information could be easily retrieved in the medical records and matched the DF, how handover was actually (naturalistically) performed, and to identify critical aspects concerning information transfer.

Phase 3: focus-group organisation
The healthcare practitioners from the healthcare units who filled in the probes participated in two focus-group interviews. These were used to triangulate the data from the handover probes and to discuss the critical points that emerged from the analysis of this data.

Data collection
In each healthcare unit, one hospital physician and one nurse were in charge of observing patient handovers using the probe. The observer and the observed were equally involved in analysing the handover process, and were asked to observe what types of tools and work patterns were mediating the activity. The handover probe was aimed at observing how and when the five content items were transferred between the two units of care.

Statistical analysis
The outcomes of the handover probes were analysed by describing how the information was transferred. The workgroup collected complete data regarding the transition of 22 patients. 11 patients were transferred from the emergency ICU to the high-dependency unit in the referral teaching hospital; and 11 patients were transferred from the general ICU to the general surgery ward of the regional hospital. In eight cases, the handover probes were discarded because only one unit provided data. For the sender units, the choice of the patients was discretionary (the Glasgow Coma Scale score at admission was recorded). The healthcare practitioner types involved in the study included intensivists, nurses and general physicians. All providers were actively involved as stakeholders in the pilot study.

We counted the number of content items reported as (a) present in the DF and (b) relevance to each unit, for each patient/handover monitored, to assess the quantity of information present in the DF and its perceived relevance to both participants in the handover process. We then compared these measures with correlated sample t tests, matching the senders’ and recipients’ judgments by patient (ie, handover). We also computed the measures of the agreement between the sender and recipient in regard to the relevance and presence in the DF of each content item listed in the probe.

We used McNemar’s test of correlated proportions to check whether the response probabilities to the corresponding questions in the probe for the sender were the same or different than those for the recipient (hypothesis of marginal homogeneity). Finally, we compared the correlated sample t tests, sender and recipient ratings (matched by patient) of the accessibility of the different content items, as well as the average accessibility of the information (across content type). All the statistical analyses were conducted using the statistical software SPSS V.11 for Mac.

Focus group
We organised two focus-group sessions in each setting. Participants included four physicians (two from high-acuity care units and two from low-acuity care units), and five nurses (two from ICU and three from High Dependency Unit (HDU)) in one setting, and two physicians (one from high-acuity care and one from surgery ward), and three nurses (one from ICU and two from the surgery ward) in the other.

The focus group discussed the perceived critical elements related to handovers between high-acuity and low-acuity units, and acquired the different points of view of the healthcare practitioners. They also assessed the degree of satisfaction of the interacting care units regarding the current handover practices, identified possible gaps between the perception of actual practices and potential improvements. Participants were informed about the objectives of the sessions, and were asked these questions: a) What type of medical information do you currently receive from the high-acuity care unit? b) What type of medical information do you currently give to the low-acuity care unit? c) What type of information would you like to receive from the high-acuity unit? d) What type of information would you like to give to the low-acuity unit? e) Which are the strong points and weak points of the handover practice as it is currently organised?

The answers were written by the participants on post-it notes and coded by the researchers in four different clusters: what is shared among the two units, what is not shared, what facilities good handovers, and what is
perceived as a barrier. The focus-group interviews also elicited important aspects regarding the modality used to transfer the handover content items. They were used to contextualise the outcomes of the handover probes, and we focused on the critical elements that emerged from statistical analysis.

RESULTS

Information transfer: quantity, accessibility and relevance

The total number of content items reported as (a) present in the DF, and (b) relevant by the different units (averaged across handovers) are reported in figure 2. The sender unit reported the presence of a significantly higher amount of information in the DF than the recipient unit \( t(19) = 4.075; p<0.01 \), which primarily related to the amount of information about the anticipatory guidance (predictable changes, warning signs and what to monitor) present in the DF \( t(19) = 4.395; p<0.001 \). The judgments of the sender unit about the overall relevance of the information in the DF were also significantly higher than that of the recipient unit \( t(19) = 2.138; p<0.05 \). Interestingly, the judgments about the amount of information in the DF, and the relevance of this information, was different for professionals in the different units. We expected them to be correlated, due to the fact that they concerned the same patients.

The average accessibility of the additional information in the medical records (across different items) reported by recipient units was significantly lower than that reported by sender units \( t(19) = 3.605; p<0.01 \), with differences in the rating for accessibility of the item related to elements that should be monitored being the only difference that was statistically significant \( t(15) = 2.711; p<0.05 \). In figure 3, we report on the averaged accessibility ratings for the different content items made by sender and receiving units.

Information transfer: agreement between sender and recipient units

The overall proportion of responses by senders and recipients about the presence in the DF, and the relevance of the different content items in the probe, are reported in table 1. The analysis revealed that there was little agreement between healthcare professionals from high-acuity and those from low-acuity units, suggesting different mental models. Perfect agreement was found for the item relative to the diagnosis and the patient’s present situation, which were consistently reported as present in the DF, relevant and highly accessible by both units. Good agreement was found about the relevance and presence in the DF of the items relative to what to monitor, and to recent changes in the patient’s condition. For the other two items—anticipation in changes of conditions or treatment, and warning signs—the agreement was much smaller.

The two units agreed about the presence in the DF of information about predictable changes in the patient’s
condition only 40% of the times (95% CI 0.19 to 0.62). The sender units reported that in 91% of the times, the presence of this content item was in the DF, while the recipient units stated that in 62% of the times, this information was absent. Not surprisingly, the McNemar’s test of correlated proportions rejected the hypothesis of marginal homogeneity between the unit’s judgments about the presence of this item in the DF (p<0.01). This suggests that the probability of reporting the presence of this item in the DF was higher for senders than for recipients. The agreement between the units was slightly higher on the relevance of this content item, but still quite low and not different from chance (47% agreement; 95% CI 0.25 to 0.70); the sender units, in fact, considered this item as relevant 86% of the times, while for the recipients, this was only 55%, although in this case, the McNemar’s test for marginal homogeneity was not significant.

The interunit agreement on the presence (in the DF) of information regarding warning signs was also quite low (proportion of agreement: 0.5; 95% CI 0.28 to 0.72). According to the sender units, this kind of information was present in 50% of the cases, while for the recipients it was almost always absent (91% of the times). Once again, a test of correlated proportion rejected the hypothesis of marginal homogeneity (p<0.05) between the judgments of the two units, and the two units agreed only in 20% of the cases (95% CI 0.04 to 0.52). The sender units considered it relevant 68% of the times, while the recipient only 33%, but the hypothesis of marginal homogeneity could not be rejected.

**Shared understanding and common conceptual ground**

The focus-group data suggest that healthcare professionals are aware of their degree of interdependence, as they raised similar issues and concerns regarding the transitions of care from high-acuity to low-acuity settings. Shared understanding about the patient handover process was generally high in both settings in the pilot. In particular, representatives from both units converged on similar issues regarding the type of information shared and on the type of barriers and facilitators (figures 4 and 5), yet they expressed different views on the added information needed to enhance patient handovers (figure 4).

During the focus groups, the discussion revealed that several face-to-face and verbal contacts occur between the medical staff of the high-acuity and the low-acuity care units before the actual transitions occur, and that future care actions and anticipatory guidance are provided by the sending unit personnel during these conversations, but are not always explicitly mentioned in the DF or the patient’s record (figure 6).

![Figure 4](http://qualitysafety.bmj.com/)

**Figure 4** Shared understanding regarding the type of information currently transferred at patient transitions of care.
DISCUSSION

Our study found discontinuity in information and lack of a common conceptual ground in handovers from high-acuity to low-acuity units that appear to undermine high-quality care. Professionals in high-acuity units held that information regarding anticipatory guidance is not explicitly mentioned in the DF because it is deducible from the ‘diagnosis and present patient state’ content items, yet this concept was not shared by representatives from the low-acuity units. The focus-group sessions demonstrated that only the members of the medical staff are involved in the prehandover conversation that creates common conceptual ground related to the interpretation of warning signs, and offers anticipatory guidance to the receiving patient unit. Consequently, these dimensions of the handover are not part of the common ground of the nursing staff. The threats to the welfare of patients in the settings observed resulted from two attributes of these handovers. The first threat is contextual and emerges from a well developed common conceptual ground accounting for an implicit anticipatory guidance among the medical staff, in which nursing is only marginally involved. The second threat is technical, and relates to the use of verbal and face-to-face communication without data repositories or redundant systems to ensure information is consistently and reliably transmitted and available to regarding patients’ future state, often were not explicitly reported in the DF or in the patient’s record.

Handover probes are an experimental method that complement the qualitative analysis and can elicit information on the type and modalities used in communication at patient transitions. Cultural probes are particularly useful when you need to elicit information regarding a process or event taking place intermittently or over a long period. Although our study is based on a limited set of cases, the saturation point regarding the type of handover content items transmitted was reached early in the study. In both settings, the handover probes captured similar patterns of handovers extensively based on prehandover communication that relies on verbal, face-to-face interaction. Content items relating to anticipatory guidance implicitly assigned to the domain ‘diagnosis and present state of the patient’, or were taken for granted because they were included in the common conceptual ground shared by the members of the medical staff.

Handover probes are an experimental method that complement the qualitative analysis and can elicit information on the type and modalities used in communication at patient transitions. Cultural probes are particularly useful when you need to elicit information regarding a process or event taking place intermittently or over a long period. Although our study is based on a limited set of cases, the saturation point regarding the type of handover content items transmitted was reached early in the study. In both settings, the handover probes captured similar patterns of handovers extensively based on prehandover communication that relies on verbal, face-to-face interaction. Content items relating to anticipatory guidance implicitly assigned to the domain ‘diagnosis and present state of the patient’, or were taken for granted because they were included in the common conceptual ground shared by the members of the medical staff.

The threats to the welfare of patients in the settings observed resulted from two attributes of these handovers. The first threat is contextual and emerges from a well developed common conceptual ground accounting for an implicit anticipatory guidance among the medical staff, in which nursing is only marginally involved. The second threat is technical, and relates to the use of verbal and face-to-face communication without data repositories or redundant systems to ensure information is consistently and reliably transmitted and available to

Figure 5  Shared understanding regarding further type of information to be transferred at patient transitions of care.

Figure 6  Shared understanding regarding the type of barrier and facilitators for patient transitions of care from high-acuity to low-acuity.
third parties with a need to know. Observations of the handovers suggest that they are unidirectional, with the sender’s perspective as the primary driver of the communication, rather than being a coconstructed process in its relational exchange of information.

The healthcare providers were directly and eagerly involved in the analysis of their patient handovers which was an important outcome of the study. The observers of the handover processes were trained and supervised by the clinical risk management crew in the use of the handover probes. The direct involvement and engagement of the clinical staff allowed the rare elicitation of perceptions, rarely aired or captured by researchers, on the processes of the clinical staff. Moreover, it included in the pilot phase the same practitioners in charge of the implementation of improvements regarding the handover processes.

The limitations of the study are connected to the fact that this was a pilot analysis and the sample size was small, and that it involved two institutions, limiting the ability to generalise from the findings to other institutions and healthcare settings. To increase the effectiveness and safety of interunit handovers, additional research is needed to develop and test interventions that increase common ground in communication between different care units, and that involve all members of the healthcare team, along with data repositories to augment verbal sharing, and increase the reliability and robustness of the data used to manage patients. The fact that the common ground underpinning current handover practices is unstructured may reduce efficacy and safety. Common ground for healthcare professionals involved in interunit handovers needs to be designed to support mindfulness. Mindfulness, which adds resilience in team communication and coordination does not appear to emerge organically from the current routine for communicating medical information. The activations of a cross-unit work group aiming at specific objectives, such as the definition of a check list or a minimum set of handover content items is a viable intervention strategy in the transactions from high acuity to low acuity is an initial step in this process. Future research also should study the influences of internal shift changes on cross-unit handovers. Moreover, the area of accessibility of relevant handover data in patient records needs further consideration, with all members of the healthcare team involved in the design of IT and medical records solutions.

CONCLUSIONS

This study takes into consideration a theoretically sound communication model for orienting the analysis and the subsequent possible interventions around common ground in communications around cross-unit handovers. The attention to common ground across the different teams involved in patient care will contribute to improved information transfer, and likely will also facilitate a more comprehensive analysis of handover practice. Common ground iteratively constructed while participating in a shared endeavour will render handovers more safe, resilient and effective. Creating this common ground may occur through joint training of sending and receiving units, or joint efforts to critique and improve handover processes. Focusing solely on the information explicitly transferred or recorded in patient care documentation, may result in omission of key information related to warning signs and anticipatory guides.

Finally, our study suggests that medical and nursing staff share the same concerns regarding the handover process, but participate differently in the formulation of conceptual common ground. This requires further study to better understand how to attune these different backgrounds and approaches towards ensuring the quality and safety of patient care during cross-unit transitions.
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